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ABSTRACT
A device was constructed for the enrichment of approximately 1 mm diameter shells
made of deuterated glow discharge polymer (GDP), CD. 6. These shells are desired as
surrogate cryogenic targets for the inertial confinement fusion (ICF) program. Targets
900 pm in diameter, with 25 pm wall thickness, were pressurized in batches to either
2.5 atm of 99:1 D-T or 6.5 atm of 3:97 D-T. Under pressure the targets were illuminated
with 253.7 nm UV light to promote exchange of polymer deuterium with gaseous tritium.
To assay tritium content, the targets were burned in air, and the effluent was collected for
liquid scintillation counting. At 6.5 atm tritium the measured average activity per target
was 1.1-1.3 mCi. Mass spectrometer gas composition analysis was also performed on the
enrichment gases in an effort to determine final target composition in terms of CDxTy.
Though an accurate result for the overall target stoichiometry was not obtained, the D:T
ratio was estimated at 1-2%. The average tritium exchange per target, normalized to
partial pressure of tritium, was found to be 0.189 ± 0.004 mCi/atm T.
It was concluded that the bulk of the tritiation most likely had occurred near the surface
of the targets. Enhanced exchange probably does not occur below the surface past a depth
of a few pm. It is believed that the enrichment device will enrich targets nearly uniformly
if and only if targets with thinner walls are used. Then levels of enrichment approaching
50% are conceivable.
Some recommendations for improvement of the device and experimental technique are
made, along with suggestions for a next step in experimentation involving thin-walled
GDP targets.
Thesis Supervisor: Ronald G. Ballinger
Title: Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering and Materials Science and Engineering
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1. Introduction
1.1. Inertial Confinement Fusion and the Quest for Cryogenic Targets
Fusion research aims to release large amounts of energy from the nuclear reaction of light
nuclei such as hydrogen isotopes. These light species of matter compose a nuclear fuel
that, if held together and imparted with sufficient energy, gives rise to fusion reactions
between pairs of nuclei. These reactions generally yield products of smaller total rest
mass, and the net difference between the initial and final rest mass of the particle system
results in increased kinetic energy. For typical fusion reactions the energy released per
unit mass of fuel is about 106 times greater than that of chemical reactions, the source of
energy released in the burning of fossil fuels. This higher rate of return, combined with
the low environmental impact that a fusion reactor is expected to have, make fusion an
enticing option for future electric power generation.
Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is a method of compressing a small quantity of fusion
fuel via implosion, thereby creating the conditions necessary for numerous fusion
reactions to occur. The mechanisms and fuel requirements of ICF are discussed in detail
elsewhere [1]; here the background that is most important for understanding this work
will be reviewed.
ICF fuel is contained in targets, which are typically thin-walled hollow spheres with
diameters on the order of a millimeter. During implosion the outer surface of a target is
rapidly heated to the point of ablation. As the outer surface is expelled radially outward,
the inner layer of the target shell compresses and heats the fuel inside, forming a
thermonuclear mixture at the center of the target. This is often referred to as a "spark", or
"hot spot".
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The ICF program has as its main goal the design of a target that will ignite under these
conditions. Ignition means that the energy unleashed from the initial spark of
thermonuclear reactions is sufficient to engender further reactions in the surrounding fuel.
In effect an ignited target will be consumed in a self-sustaining "burn". The sum of
energy released from this process, when divided by the energy that falls on the target
surface and initiates ablation, is the gain of the ICF target. Ignition is the path to high
gain and is a vital step in making ICF a viable energy source, because high gain is
necessary to overcome the losses associated with driving target ablation.
Ablation is driven by energetic beams such as lasers or ion beams, either directly or
indirectly. In direct drive a many laser beams illuminate the target surface
simultaneously, heating the surface to ablation. Indirect drive uses a smaller number of
beams and an intermediary heavy metal chamber, a hohlraum, which houses the target at
its center. The hohlraum walls emit soft x-rays when struck by laser or ion beams,
creating a radiation bath about the target that initiates ablation. The energetic efficiency
for either drive mechanism is currently on the order of a percent. Therefore target gains in
excess of 100 must be developed in order for ICF to produce positive net power.
A 50-50 deuterium-tritium (DT) mixture is the preferred fuel for ICF targets. The
reaction
D+T - a+n+Q (1)
has a high nuclear cross-section and net energy yield, Q, of 17.6 MeV. For high gain,
most of the fuel initially must be arranged in a dense layer at the target wall. From this
initial arrangement the fuel must be compressed rapidly and uniformly, a process which
is only possible if the target surfaces are extremely smooth and have high sphericity, and
if the outer surface ablates uniformly. Non-uniformities are the greatest barrier to
effective compression because of Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instabilities, which occur on an
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interface between regions of differing density as the interface accelerates in the direction
of lesser density. During ICF target implosion, the R-T instability causes exponential
growth in perturbations at ablator-fuel and fuel-fuel interfaces. The result is unwanted
mixing of cold fuel with the central hot spot.
Solid D-T
Plastic
Figure 1: Cross-Section of an Ideal Inertial Confinement Fusion Target
To attain the required fuel geometry with minimal instabilities, ICF researchers have
been pursuing a smoothly finished plastic target encapsulating a cryogenic mixture of
DT. As sketched in Figure 1, a solid layer of DT "ice" forms at the inner wall of such a
target, surrounding central fuel in the gas phase. The solid-gas interface remains smooth
because of a process known as "beta-layering" [2]. This natural phenomenon takes its
name from the beta particles of several keV emitted during the radioactive decay of
tritium. The decay generates uniform volumetric heating in the DT ice layer, the
magnitude of which is much greater than that in the gas region. It follows that local
perturbations in the thickness of the solid layer give rise to same-sign perturbations in
temperature just inside the ice surface, driving phase change that redistributes the mass of
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solid DT more evenly. Simply put, thicker portions of the DT ice layer get hotter than
thinner portions; sublimation and deposition correct for the imbalance in thickness,
giving a solid-gas interface of superb smoothness.
Of course the use of these cold targets in an ICF experiment will require cryogenic
apparatus at or near the experiment's implosion chamber. Indeed a cryogenic target
handling system is in development at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) at the
University of Rochester [3]. LLE is home to the OMEGA-Upgrade laser, which drives
target implosion directly with 60 laser beams placed in a soccer ball arrangement about a
spherical implosion chamber. Their on-site system is intended to fill plastic targets with
DT gas, cool them to cryogenic temperatures, wait for beta-layering to reach equilibrium,
and then insert them for implosion.
1.2. Surrogate Targets
With or without cryogenic capability LLE can implode room temperature targets. To
obtain preliminary impressions of cryogenic target implosion physics, it has been
suggested that surrogate cryogenic targets be fabricated [4]. The design of experimental
surrogates aims to approximate at room temperature the geometry and composition of
targets containing a DT ice layer. Plastic is recommended as the bulk shell material, as it
is in the prototypical cryogenic target. However the surrogate should also possess a dense
layer of DT at or near the shell, mimicking the DT ice layer. One solution is to fabricate
hollow spheres of some hydrocarbon polymer (CmHn), in which the hydrogen atoms are
replaced with deuterium and tritium in equal molar quantities. Such a target would
possess physical properties like those of a cryogenic target, while bearing approximately
the desired distribution of dense DT.
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To develop surrogate targets LLE has enlisted the collaboration of Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), which has been actively involved in filling room temperature ICF
targets with DT gas since 1995 [5]. The filling takes place at the Weapons Engineering
Tritium Facility (WETF), a LANL facility that has unique capabilities for handling large
quantities of tritium over a wide range of gas pressures. Based on previous experimental
results [4,6], it was believed that targets composed of deuterated plastic could be made to
undergo an isotope exchange in a bath of pressurized tritium gas. Establishing at LANL
the capability to do this was the goal of this thesis project.
1.3. Proposed Method of Surrogate Target Enrichment
To simply dope an organic compound with tritium, one needs only to expose a sample of
the compound to tritium gas for a period of time. Exchange of tritium atoms for hydrogen
in the sample occurs naturally, activated by the energy of tritium beta decay. This is an
old technique known as Wilzbach labelling [7], and it is useful only for producing
samples with a low specific activity. It is also a lengthy process, requiring days or weeks
for adequate isotope exchange to occur. However, when energy is supplied from an
external source to a Wilzbach-like system, the exchange rate can be greatly enhanced.
Enhanced exchange is usually done under high pressure and often involves bombardment
of the sample with electromagnetic radiation. One readily available source is ultraviolet
light, and the work of researchers at Osaka University in Japan and at EG&G Mound
Applied Technologies in Ohio explored the use of UV in the tritium enrichment of
polystyrene ICF targets [4,6]. The targets used in these studies were composed of
deuterated polystyrene (C8D8). They ranged in diameter from 250 to 800 pm and in wall
thickness from 4 to 9 pm. The targets were exposed to 20 atm or greater of T2 gas and
irradiated with mercury vapor lamps for periods of around two days, and then the
exchange rate of tritium into the polymer was measured. The exchange rate under UV
irradiation was 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than for a Wilzbach labelling performed
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under high pressure T2 with no UV [4]. The exchange was large enough that Mound
measured an approximate final target composition, C8D5T3 [6].
Based on the transmission spectra of polystyrene in the UV range of 230-270 nm, Osaka
University concludes that the mechanism largely responsible for this increased exchange
is the dissociation by ultraviolet of C-D chemical bonds in polystyrene [4]. The emission
line of mercury at 253.7 nm, known as the germicidal line, severs the bonds, allowing
tritium atoms to replace the deuterium. This mechanism is consistent with a model used
by Evans [7] to describe Wilzbach labelling.
Polystyrene is an unsaturated hydrocarbon, there being unfilled sites for hydrogen atoms
on the styrene monomer. It is not energetically favorable for these sites to take up
hydrogen atoms from H2 gas, except in the presence of a catalyst of some kind. In the
case of UV-enhanced exchange into polystyrene, saturation of these sites could
incorporate tritium atoms into the polymer, in addition to those that simply replace
deuterium. If this were a significant effect, then the uptake of tritium atoms would
noticeably exceed the loss of deuterium atoms from the polymer. This did not appear to
be the case for the Mound study [6], since the target stoichiometry was found to change
from C8D8 to C8D5T3.
Polystyrene would not necessarily be the preferred material for surrogate targets. It is
reasonable, though, to expect other hydrocarbon polymer materials to undergo the same
exchange process, thereby becoming enriched with tritium. Therefore this technique was
chosen for the surrogate target enrichment project.
1.4. Application of the Method to a New Target Species
This thesis research would test the efficacy of the UV enhancement technique on targets
composed of glow discharge polymer (GDP). GDP takes its name from the glow
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discharge plasma used to deposit it on material surfaces [8]. This deposition technology,
largely developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), allows for the
uniform deposition of polymer layers containing carbon and hydrogen, as well as
dopants, if desired. The exact chemical and isotopic composition of the polymer is
determined by the gas mixture used to fuel the plasma discharge. For example, deposition
using a deuterated methane (CD 4) feed gas results in deuterated GDP of approximate
composition, CD 1 .6. At the molecular level GDP resembles highly cross-linked
polyethylene (CH 2)n, and this chemical structure results in brittleness, insolubilty, and
stability at high temperatures [9].
Using an LLNL technique for fabricating hollow GDP shells [8,10], General Atomics
(GA) in San Diego provided deuterated targets for use in this research. Figure 2 shows
one of the targets contained in a closed quartz glass capillary. A human hair also is shown
for scale. The technique by which these targets are produced employs a smooth bead of
poly(cc-methylstyrene), or PAMS, on the surface of which is deposited a uniform layer of
GDP. The coated bead is then pyrolyzed at 300'C to thermally depolymerize the PAMS,
whereupon the monomer readily diffuses through the GDP wall. The remaining thin-
walled target is entirely GDP. This method of fabrication makes possible a wide range of
target diameters and thicknesses, all with uniform walls and high sphericity. This makes
GDP the preferred material for the surrogate targets.
The goal of this thesis project was the development of the equipment and procedures
needed to synthesize surrogate targets from a supply of 1 mm diameter deuterated GDP
shells that would be supplied by GA. This development included the design and
construction of apparatus into which "cold" deuterated targets, containing no tritium,
could be loaded for isotope exchange. It also included the characterization of processed
targets for overall exchange rate of tritium, as well as final stoichiometry of carbon,
deuterium, and tritium. Given time and resources, targets would be processed under
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varied experimental conditions; then by examining the composition of the targets,
procedures might be optimized in order to generate targets of exactly the desired tritium
content.
Figure 2: Glow Discharge Polymer ICF Target
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1.5. Stages of the Project
The first step in establishing the capability to tritiate ICF targets was the design and
construction of a target enrichment apparatus (TEA). This device was to expose batches
of up to 30 targets to as much as 200 psia of pure T2 or some mixture of hydrogen
isotopes. This implied compatibility with the existing tritium gas handling system
(TGHS) at WETF. At the same time the TEA must allow illumination of the targets with
high intensity UV at 253.7 nm. The details underlying the development of this device are
discussed in Section 2, while its practical use is outlined in Section 3.
A means of measuring the tritium uptake in the targets had to be established, so that the
exchange rates of various experiments could be measured. An evaluation of the
decomposition products from the exchange process would also be desired, if one were to
determine the final isotopic composition of the tritiated targets. Section 4 discusses the
methods used to determine target stoichiometry.
A short series of test experiments were run on target batches in an attempt to establish,
first, that the TEA could run unattended in a safe fashion, and, second, that a substantial
exchange of tritium into GDP targets is possible. The results of these experiments are
described in Section 5, and Section 6 reviews the conclusions obtained from them.
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2. Enrichment Device Design and Construction
2.1. Basic Design Requirements
The design of the TEA sought to accomplish the goal of target enrichment while
maintaining ease of operation and worker safety. The design underwent both an informal
design review and an official review board procedure by technicians and group
management of the Tritium Science and Engineering group (TSE), which manages
WETF. The TEA was designed with several requirements in mind:
" It must supply enrichment gas, T2 or DT for example, at pressures up to 200 psia, to a
cell that can contain up to 30 1 mm diameter targets. The targets should be able to
"soak" unattended: over a weekend, for example.
* It must continuously illuminate target surfaces with intense UV at 253.7 nm. To
promote an even distribution of implanted tritium, the UV at the surface of each
target should be nearly constant in intensity all around the surface of the target.
* The target temperature must be kept below 200'C. GDP is stable at higher
temperatures, but a generous safety factor is always desirable.
* A data acquisition system must continuously measure and record gas pressure,
approximate cell temperature, and relative intensity of UV in the apparatus.
" The TEA must disassemble and assemble easily within the glovebox for the loading
of targets.
" Adequate shielding must be provided to mitigate hazards from UV irradiation, and
also to protect fragile system components from sudden impacts.
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The TEA was designed with gas-handling components at its core, meant to hold the
targets under gas and allow their exposure to UV light. The light would be supplied by a
coil lamp, which would envelop the core components. The lamp would itself be mounted
in a two-piece housing, and the housing would be supplied with forced ventilation. The
housing was designed to allow for the use of temperature and UV diagnostics.
The TEA was made to connect to the existing ICF target loading manifold at WETF, so
that previously adopted procedures for target filling [5,11] could be adapted specifically
to UV-enhanced enrichment. Figure 3 sketches the target loading manifold, which is built
of small bore tubing and valves which are rated at 60,000 psi. The business end of the
manifold employs a transducer for measuring gas pressure, and an easily changed rupture
disk and relief line employed to protect the other components. In principle any sort of
gas-handling component with the proper high pressure fittings can be connected to the
manifold. However procedure invariably requires that an appropriate rupture disk be
inserted, so that the maximum operating pressure of the attached components is never
exceeded.
The previously mentioned TGHS is capable of supplying to the manifold high purity D2
and T2 gas, or some specially made DT mixture, over a wide range of pressures. It can
also pull a vacuum. In going from vacuum to high pressure and vice versa, it is usually
advisable to stage gas into the tube connecting the two high pressure valves shown in
Figure 3. This is done by alternately opening one while keeping the other closed. In this
way the increase or decrease in manifold pressure occurs in stages.
The entire manifold is contained within a sealed glovebox, which acts as a containment to
minimize the amount of airborne tritium contamination in the facility. Nonetheless, the
TEA had to be designed to leak only very low amounts of tritium into the glovebox, as
well as contain small gas volume, if it was to meet facility operational requirements. Gas-
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handling components were designed and built with these demands in mind, and would be
tested repeatedly to ensure that they met them.
Rupture disk --
To TGHS 0 0 0 0
High pressure valves
Pressure transducer
Figure 3: ICF Target Loading Manifold
To Targets
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2.2. Gas-Handling Components
At the core of the TEA are the gas-handling components, which comprise materials that
are exposed to pressurized deuterium and tritium gas during enrichment operations. The
primary component of this type is the target cell.
2.2.1. Quartz Components
Building a pressure cell to contain a UV source within it would be difficult technically,
and would in any case put a large volume of tritium at risk. The UV source was to be
external to the cell, and therefore the cell must be made from a material transparent to the
germicidal line. Type 214 clear fused quartz from General Electric Company [12]
transmits 85-86% per millimeter thickness of this wavelength; in addition its mechanical
properties are perturbed very little by operation at high temperature.
Provided it could be successfully connected to a stainless steel high pressure fitting, a
clear fused quartz tube, closed at one end, would make a useful pressure vessel. This is in
fact what the researchers at Osaka [4] and Mound [6] used in their studies, and it worked
well even up to 30 atm of internal pressure. It was still not clear, however, whether a joint
could be made between quartz and stainless steel that would meet the stringent demands
on leak rate in the WETF gloveboxes. That issue would be addressed in time.
Taking another cue from the previous research, preliminary plans for this project
included the use of an open-ended quartz capillary, which would act as a kind of sleeve
for the ICF targets. This would facilitate loading and unloading of targets into the cell
itself. 1200 tm ID capillary was chosen. It then made sense to choose a cell inner
diameter of 2 mm, leaving ample room for capillary insertion. The overall length was to
be about 6", so that a given batch of targets could be placed well into the middle of the
UV source.
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The minimum outer diameter of the cell was then determined by the pressure
requirements. Despite having many superior material properties, quartz has a low tensile
strength. The required wall thickness for the quartz pressure vessel was evaluated by
consideration of the theoretical burst pressure as a function of wall thickness, using some
basic assumptions:
" The quartz tube might be required to contain internal pressures as high as 500 psi.
Because of the potential hazards resulting from a broken quartz cell containing high
pressure tritium gas, a safety factor of 10 was desired. The calculated burst pressure
should thus be greater than 5,000 psi.
* The published design tensile strength for General Electric type 214 quartz is
7,000 psi [12]. This value was used as the ultimate stress in the burst pressure
evaluation.
* The mechanical properties of quartz are such that thermal and pressure changes
would not significantly affect the dimensions of the cell.
" The closed end of the quartz tube would be approximately a thick-walled hemisphere;
the end can be ignored, since spheres are stronger in tension than cylinders.
" The inner diameter was held constant at 2 mm.
Burst pressure, Pb, was predicted using a formula for a very thick shell of revolution [13]:
a
P = a, ln - (2)
b
Here a is the cylinder outer diameter, b is the inner diameter, and o is the ultimate stress
of the cylinder material. This function is plotted in Figure 4 versus outer diameter. An
outer diameter of at least 4.1 mm would be required to satisfy the safety factor of 10.
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Figure 4: Burst Pressure of Quartz Cell vs. Outer Diameter
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%" (6.3 mm) OD quartz tubing with a 2 mm bore was chosen for its availability and
compatibility with " stainless steel fittings. From Figure 4 the burst pressure for a
6.3x2 mm quartz tube is clearly in excess of 7,000 psi. This analytical assurance
nonwithstanding, an experimental burst test would be conducted on each candidate quartz
cell prior to its use as part of the TEA, since unseen defects in the material could possibly
locally weaken some part of the cell. The quartz cells would be filled with 1,000 psi of
nitrogen gas, thus culling grossly inferior specimens by simply blowing them up.
All sample cells fabricated for this research by the LANL glass shop were fire polished
and annealed overnight in a quartz oven. The intent was to remove surface defects and
any internal stresses in the material.
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2.2.2. Quartz-to-Stainless Steel Fitting
A big challenge was developing a fitting to properly adapt this quartz tube to the high
pressure stainless steel components of the ICF target loading manifold. There is to the
author's knowledge no commercially available fitting for joining quartz to metal while
containing pressures of several atmospheres. Osaka [4] and Mound [6] were able to
create joints that held without gross leakage, though it is unclear how small their leak
rates were.
In order to gain the approval of WETF management, the quartz-to-stainless steel fittings
employed by the TEA would have to meet a stringent leak check requirement. When
filled with helium to 600 psi, the gas-handling components could have a leak rate no
greater than 10-8 std cm 2 /s. This is a typical upper limit on helium leak rate for a
component meant to handle tritium inside a WETF glovebox. Higher leak rates can lead
to increased glovebox contamination, and are to be avoided. This protocol for leak
checking would lead to a pressure rating of 300 psi for the gas-handling components,
given a desired safety factor of 2.
Adapting the quartz cell to the high pressure tubing required a compression fitting that,
when tightened, would restrain the longitudinal displacement on the quartz cell at high
pressure. It was also deemed crucial that the quartz glass surface never touch metal at any
point during the assembly of the fitting, for such contact could score or fracture the
quartz, increasing the possibility of cell failure.' Osaka's experiment [4] was again used
One fatal cell failure was observed during the entire course of testing these cells; complete breakage
occurred under 200 psi loading at the location where the quartz met its stainless steel fitting. Prior to this
failure the cell had survived a test at 1,000 psi. This failure is thought to have resulted from damage to the
cell from less than careful joint assembly.
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as a springboard. The group there used a standard " Swagelok brand pipe fitting
equipped with nylon ferrules to clamp in place, essentially, their quartz vessel. This
arrangement did not seem robust enough for the TEA. To make the joint more secure to
longitudinal slip, it was proposed that the open end of the cell be modified with an
annular ridge. This ridge would be braced on either side with Swagelok brand nylon
ferrules before compression in a " stainless steel Swagelok fitting.
The choice of stainless steel fitting was changed, however, when a technician came
across an O-ring style fitting sold by Cajon. The Ultra-Torr fitting was expected to
assemble and disassemble easily, requiring only hand-tightening. Its dimensions also
allowed for a larger, sturdier, quartz cell ridge. Figure 5 shows the most important gas-
handling components in their final design stage, both in sketch and photographic form. It
shows how the fitting was used to connect the quartz cell to an Autoclave Engineering
brand " small bore tube, the standard choice for high pressure work at WETF.
The final adapter fitting design was fabricated by cutting and boring one end of a short
Autoclave tube and welding it to the Cajon fitting, as shown in Figure 5. The stainless
steel ring supplied with the Cajon fitting was discarded. A ethylene-propylene diene
elastomer (EPDM) O-ring was chosen for the seal, primarily for its compatibility with
tritium gas. EPDM is not recommended for use at very high temperatures, but was
expected to perform well up to the cell temperature limit of 200'C. To prevent scoring
and fracturing of the quartz, a nylon ferrule was placed on either side of the ridge on the
quartz cell, which was made into a thick, round bulge. A standard Swagelok back ferrule,
filed down slightly at its smaller face, rested between the bulge and the O-ring, sealing
against leakage when the adapter head was tightened. A larger ferrule, custom machined
from " nylon rod, was placed on the opposite side of the bulge, and mated with the
adapter head upon tightening. The adapter head was bored to 0.313" in order to leave a
gap for the head of the custom ferrule.
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Weld
Autoclave Engineers
0.25in. High Pressure Tube,
cut and bored at one end
0
0.25in. O-Ring
\r-I 0
.25in. Swagelok
Nylon Back
Ferrule, filed 0.25in. ID
down Custom Nylon
Ferrule
0= R
Components
(Exploded Cross-Section)
0 V
Cajon 0.25in. Adapter
Fitting
SS-4-UT-A-4,
cap bored to 0.313in.lD
0.25in.OD Quartz Cell with Bulge (houses capillary)
1200 micron ID Quartz Capillary (contains targets)
Assembled Cross-Section
r~i
External View
)
Connect to ICF Target Loading Manifold
Figure 5: Primary TEA Gas-Handling Components
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One disadvantage of this fitting was that the knurled adapter head could only be tightened
by hand. The possibility remained that a hex-shaped head would have to replace it, along
with a complimentary hex-nut along the shaft. If this was eventually done, an advantage
would be gained by allowing a repeatable torque to be applied to each fitting. However
mere hand tightening turned out to give satisfactory leak rates for most of the cells
fabricated by the LANL glass shop. Fittings would always be assembled and leak
checked before installation on the ICF target loading manifold. Sometimes several tries
would have to be made before a fitting gave a leak rate less than 10-8 std cm 2/s at 600 psi
helium. Disassembly of the joint was not allowed between successful leak check and
connection to the target loading manifold.
2.2.3. Other Gas-Handling Pieces
For each experiment with the TEA the small-bore end of the custom adapter fitting was
connected to the ICF target loading manifold so that the gas-handling components might
be filled and emptied with the TGHS. Also in line with the manifold would be a gas
sample "grab bottle", a stainless steel vessel with a valve used to capture gas samples for
mass spectrometry evaluation. Samples taken following target exposures would be
important to the analysis of target composition.
The maximum allowable working pressure of the TEA was limited by the pressure rating
of the gas-handling components, that is, 300 psi. In order to stay below this limit, a
rupture disk rated to break at 285 psi or less would have to be inserted in the ICF target
loading manifold whenever the TEA was connected.
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2.3. UV Source
2.3.1. Low Pressure Mercury Lamp
Efficient sources of UV at 253.7 nm are obtained with mercury lamps [14]. Such a lamp
generally consists of a quartz tube with an electrode at either end, containing a small
amount of mercury. The lamp is just a gas discharge tube, completely analogous to a
commercial neon sign. The mercury gas undergoes plasma breakdown when a high
voltage is applied across the electrodes, and the atoms emit line radiation at a variety of
wavelengths. Using ozone-free type quartz for the tube and filling it to low gas pressure
result in preferential transmission of the germicidal line. California-based Jelight
Company reports that greater than 90% of the irradiance from their low pressure mercury
lamps is at 253.7 nm.
A lamp like this was desired for the TEA, but the linear lamps that were available
commercially, while economically attractive, looked unpromising if axisymmetric
illumination of the target cell was desired. On the other hand, a coil-shaped lamp could
be positioned coaxially about the target cell, providing illumination with little azimuthal
variation. Jelight had previous experience building coiled lamps, and so they were chosen
to supply two identical lamps for this project. For compactness, 4 mm diameter tubing
was used in their manufacture. In order to minimize longitudinal variation in intensity
inside the lamp, the coils were made 8" in length, with 4 turns per inch at 1.5" winding
diameter. With its closely packed windings and large aspect ratio, the lamp could provide
spatially uniform illumination to 30 targets arranged along a length of one inch near its
middle.
Assuming a nominal alternating current of about 30 mA at 60 Hz, Jelight [15] quoted an
expected UV intensity at the lamp surface of 20-30 mW/cm 2 . This value could be
expected to decrease with prolonged use, however, dropping by about 10% for every
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1,000 hours of discharge. Deterioration of electrode material was to blame for this
decrease. Fluctuations in intensity might also occur over shorter time periods, since the
intensity of a mercury discharge is highly sensitive to lamp temperature. Because of these
expected inconstancies a radiometer was obtained for monitoring UV intensity during
operation of the lamp.
UV radiation from the lamp posed a potential danger to personnel, because the germicidal
line causes painful damage to skin and eye tissue. However a housing would be built that
allowed little light to escape, making the device safe for use on a benchtop with personnel
nearby. Exposures to UV in the vicinity of the operating lamp were kept as low as
reasonably achievable, with the guidance of the LANL Environmental Safety and Health
division (ES&H). In enrichment operations the UV that managed to leak out of the
housing would be almost completely attenuated by the Lexan windows of the glovebox.
2.3.2. Matching the Power Supply to the Lamp
Generic gas discharge tubes [16] are usually supplied with current from simple
transformers. In a typical power supply the primary winding draws line voltage, say
110 VAC. It is flux-linked to a secondary winding with many more turns, which induces
an alternating potential of several thousand volts on the secondary leads. (A typical
supply might in fact use two secondary windings, the voltages on which are easily
summed at the output leads; its behavior is no different than that of a simple transformer.)
In order to break down the gas, one must connect the secondary leads to the lamp
electrodes and supply power to the primary. If the voltage across the length of the gas
tube is sufficiently high, the gas inside ionizes and transports electric current.
Initially the gas acts as a highly resistive load for the transformer, becoming more
conductive as it warms. After 1-2 minutes the rms current in the lamp becomes steady,
and the rms voltage on the secondary reaches a minimum. For a given transformer this
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operating point is determined by the load, which is primarily governed by the length and
diameter of the discharge tube, as well as by its operating temperature. For effective
operation the transformer must be well matched to the tube.
The transformer could however be either underloaded or overloaded. Underloading
means that the discharge resistance is too low, and the secondary is carrying too much
current. Overheating of the secondary can result, resulting in poorer current drive, but
little or no damage to the transformer. The electrodes of the lamp could be damaged,
though, presumably worsening the lamp's performance. Overloading is the opposite
extreme, occurring when the discharge resistance is too high. This results in higher
secondary voltages and sometimes voltage spikes that stress the transformer's insulation
system. Permanent damage to the power supply can result, greatly reducing its lifetime.
Tube flicker is a telltale sign of overloading. This lesson was learned during an extended
test of a transformer supplied by Jelight Company. The transformer and lamp had been in
operation three hours, the visible light from the lamp flickering for most of that time. The
transformer suddenly and completely failed to power the lamp, and would not restart it.
Measurements the following day indicated that one of the two secondary windings could
produce no voltage. The supply had suffered catastrophic failure. Two identical power
supplies suffered similar failures in later tests, and overloading seemed a valid
explanation. With about 4 meters of mercury dividing the two electrodes in this coil
lamp, perhaps a more robust transformer was required to drive the current.
Most small gas discharge tube power supplies are current-limited at 30 mA. The relative
strength of a supply is indicated by its open-circuit secondary voltage. The custom
transformers supplied by the lamp manufacturer were wound for 6,000 VAC open-
circuit. When they began to fail, standard neon sign power supplies were purchased with
secondary voltages of 7,500 and 9,000 VAC. Simple tests [16] recommended by France,
a manufacturer of gas discharge tube power supplies, were conducted in an attempt to
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match the lamp load to an appropriate transformer. An optimal transformer would avoid
both underloading and overloading.
The tests were conducted as follows. The power supply to be tested was plugged in to a
variable alternating current transformer capable of delivering 0-100% of the line voltage.
Thus the primary input voltage could be varied. The secondary outputs were connected
first to an AC ammeter that read in the milliampere range. Voltage to the primary was
dialed over the full range of the variable transformer while measuring the secondary
short-circuit current. Next the coil lamp was placed in series with the ammeter. Voltage
to the primary again was varied, and load current as a function of input voltage was
recorded. Also recorded was the input voltage at which the lamp began to flicker. A new
replacement from Jelight was tested, followed by the two France Co. transformers. The
results of these experiments are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 6.
The flicker voltage, normalized to the total line voltage, is a simple test for overloading.
Flickering of the lamp is an indication that the supply is having difficulties pushing a
steady current through the load. France Co. [16] recommends that if the flicker voltage is
greater than 75-78% of the normal line voltage, then the supply should be considered
overloaded, and a more highly rated transformer should be selected. Similarly, the
reduction in current due to lamp load is a sound measure of how well matched the
transformer is to the lamp. A mercury discharge should have a load-to-short-circuit
current ratio of 0.80 ± 0.03. A lower ratio implies overloading; a higher one implies
underloading.
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Table 1: Results of Transformer Tests
Figure 6: Transformer Load-Current-to-Short-Circuit-Current Ratio
50 100
... _ PS#4 Current Ratio
-E~ 7530 PKA2N Current
Ratio
.. 9030 PKA2N Current
Ratio
150
Primary Input Voltage (VAC)
Table 1 shows that the flicker voltage of the 6,000 volt supply was rather high, while
Figure 6 illustrates that, over almost all input voltages, the load-to-short-circuit current
ratio was below 80%. From these results, along with the previous failures of these
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Flicker Short-Circuit Ratio of Load
Nom. Voltage Voltage Current in Load Current Cur. to Short-
on Secondary, (VAC), Secondary at in Secondary Circuit Cur.
Power Supply Open-Circuit divided by Full Line at Full Line at Full Line
ID # (VAC) 120 VAC Voltage (mA) Voltage (mA) Voltage
PS-6002-30 6,000 0.9-0.95 32 24 0.75
7530 PKA2N 7,500 0.7-0.75 31.5 29 0.92
9030 PKA2N 9,000 0.65-0.7 30 28 0.93
0
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supplies, it was concluded that this type of transformer was overloaded by the coil lamp.
On the other hand there are the more highly rated supplies, which evidently are not
overloaded, judging by their flicker voltages. The curves plotted in Figure 6 imply
underloading, as they are mostly well above 80%.
Time did not permit the acquisition or testing of any 6,000 VAC neon sign power
supplies. A comparison of their current characteristics to those of the PS-6002-30 would
have been desirable.
Of the three available power supplies, the 7530 PKA2N was selected to power the
mercury lamp in the TEA. The transformer was underloaded, and so it was not expected
to power the lamp efficiently. However it should not fail catastrophically as the
overloaded PS-6002-30 had done. As a test of the 7,500 VAC supply, it was used to
power the coil lamp for about 48 hours. After the initial warm up the lamp did not flicker,
and when the current characteristics were measured again as a function of input voltage,
the results were virtually identical those measured before the test. Subsequently the
transformer was readied for deployment in the WETF glovebox.
2.4. Housing
A cylindrical aluminum housing built for the TEA served several purposes. First, it acted
as a barrier to harmful UV radiation. Second, it protected the fragile lamp and quartz cell.
The housing also made a channel for cooling air flow, created with a fan at one end.
Finally, the cylinder served to some degree as a reflector of illumination, maximizing and
smoothing spatially the radiant energy that reached the quartz cell. Figure 7 shows an
exploded drawing of the TEA, demonstrating how the gas-handling components, lamp
and housing were meant to fit together.
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Figure 7: Exploded View of TEA
The housing for the apparatus consisted of a cylindrical aluminum shell, split into an up-
per and lower half. The inner wall of the cylinder was polished to increase surface
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reflectivity. The lamp was held coaxial to the cylinder by a mount in the lower half of the
cylinder. Two thermocouple feedthroughs were also mounted to the lower half of the
housing, so that the temperature of the cell could be monitored. In addition a black
anodized aluminum screen, one or more electric fans, and a UV-baffling wall attached to
the rear end. The upper half of the cylinder was made with three penetrations at its
forward end, all baffled by a second semicircular wall. One of the circular windows was
for a UV intensity diagnostic, and the other two provided ventilation. The use of baffles
at either end of the cylinder allowed forced ventilation while blocking direct UV
radiation. When the housing was assembled, a '/4" hole in its forward face formed a entry
for the gas-handling components. The two halves of the cylinder were usually tightly
joined, but, as long as the lamp was deactivated, the upper half could be removed for
access to internal components, as in Figure 8.
TEA assembly required that the gas-handling components first be connected the target
loading manifold. The lower housing was then positioned so that the exposed end of the
target cell rested at the center of the coil lamp. Then the scissor lifts that were mounted to
the foot of the housing were adjusted in height until the quartz cell lay exactly along the
axis of the coil lamp.
The lamp was demonstrated to operated at 30 mA or less, while the voltage on the
secondary was on the order of 1,000 volts rms. This implied a thermal load on the TEA
of approximately 30 W. This power level would decrease substantially during excursions
from the lamp's optimal range of operating temperature, expected to be 45-55'C [15].
This would result in negative feedback as the housing internal temperature rose to levels
above the optimal range. For this reason, the lamp was not expected to heat the target cell
above the design limit of 200'C.
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Figure 8: Target Enrichment Apparatus
It made sense nonetheless to provide active cooling to the TEA. With only passive
cooling, conservative heat transfer calculations predicted an equilibrium housing
temperature of 65*C under ambient conditions, higher than the preferred operating range
of the lamp. Forced ventilation would be desired to cool the lamp when it was at these
elevated temperatures. Thus fans were added in order to blow ambient air through the
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housing chamber. Either end of the housing was designed with baffles, so that air could
flow freely through the chamber while UV from the lamp is mostly contained. The fans
were desired only to keep the lamp operating efficiently. They were not needed as a
safety feature, as illustrated by benchtop temperature tests.
The tests were performed in an electronics lab by attaching either one or two electric fans
to the rear end of the housing, then observing the temperature of the TEA components
under thermal loading. The fans were of the variety used to cool electronics components,
measuring approximately 4x4" and drawing 0.08 A at 12 VDC. They could be easily
stacked in series to provide increased air flow.
The first thermal load to be tested was from a 40 W incandescent bulb that was
approximately the length and width of the UV lamp. This surrogate lamp was mounted in
the housing prior to the ES&H approval of UV tests. It was expected that the 40 W
loading would produce an upper bound on temperatures expected under operation of the
30 W coil lamp. The housing was assembled in the normal way, with a quartz-to-stainless
steel adapter inserted in its usual place. A K-type thermocouple probe was placed in the
adapter so that its tip came within a centimeter incandescent bulb surface. A second
thermocouple was used to measure the external housing temperature at various points.
The maximum external temperature was recorded in each test.
A second series of tests used the UV lamp, powered by the 7,500 VAC transformer. For
these tests an empty target cell was assembled and positioned inside the coil, and the
main thermocouple was introduced down the bore of the cell. This was to give an upper
bound on the target temperature expected during enrichment operations. During
enrichment the targets would be immersed in pressurized gas, which would be in contact
with numerous stainless steel components. This would make for a larger thermal sink
than seen by the target cell on the benchtop, and it would enhance the conduction
mechanism for transporting heat away from targets. All other conditions being
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approximately the same,2 the targets should not become warmer during enrichment than
they would on the benchtop. No targets were actually irradiated during the temperature
tests in question.
In each test the lamp involved was energized, and equilibrium temperatures were found
in one of three states: no forced cooling, ventilation from one fan and ventilation from
two fans stacked in series. Typically after making a change to the system, such as
activating a fan, one had to wait about two hours for equilibrium to become evident. The
results of these tests are summarized in Table 2. Operating temperatures from the
incandescent bulb tests encouraged the adoption of the stacked fan construction, and that
choice was used in the UV tests.
Table 2: Equilibrium Temperatures from Acceptance Tests
40 W Incandescent Bulb UV Coil Lamp w/ 7,500 VAC
Trans.
Max. External
Number of Internal Housing Housing Temp. Target Cell Internal Max. External
Fans Temp. ('C) (OC) Temp. ('C) Housing Temp. ('C)
0 82 50 141 57
1 67 45 N/A N/A
2 53 36 103 38
2 The glovebox atmosphere differs from ambient air in that it is pure N2 at a pressure slightly lower than
ambient pressure. The difference was not expected to be significant to leading order in the transfer of heat.
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The target cell temperature stayed below design limits even with no forced convection,
which meant that fan failure was unlikely to damage either targets or TEA components.
The higher overall temperatures seen in the TEA during the UV tests, which were
allegedly at lower power, probably are not due to the geometry of either lamp, since the
coefficient of convective heat transfer about a coil is certainly higher than that about a
cylinder of the same dimensions. The reduced heat transfer can perhaps be ascribed to
differences in the radiative emission characteristics of either lamp, along with the
absorption of that radiation in the TEA materials. The power in the UV spectrum
apparently couples more poorly to convective flow than the power in the incandescent
blackbody.
Interestingly, the temperature inside the housing was observed to be well in excess of the
quoted optimal operating temperature of the lamp. Measured UV intensity during these
tests appeared strong, though, perhaps indicating the need to adjust the expectation of the
optimal temperature range.
The correlation between UV intensity and temperature was noticeable. In Figure 9 the
measured UV intensity, in mW/cm 2, is plotted versus cell temperature for a benchtop test.
These data trace the operating point in intensity-temperature phase space from initial
lamp activation, then to uncooled TEA equilibrium, and finally to cooled equilibrium.
The diamonds to the left of about 100'C represent data points taken while the TEA
warmed toward equilibrium with no forced cooling. To the right of 100 C, diamonds
continue to represent operation without cooling, while squares represent data taken after
two electric fans were activated. The cluster of diamonds around 140'C represents
equilibrium without the fans, while the squares at 1 000 C show equilibrium with cooling.
Intensity has a clear negative dependence on characteristic temperature in the range of
100-140'C. This served to illustrate the usefulness of active ventilation for increasing
intensity. Ultimately this knowledge might lead to a means of controlling intensity by
varying temperature.
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Figure 9: Lamp Operation with 7,500 V Transformer
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2.5. Instrumentation and Control for the TEA
Operation of the enrichment apparatus took advantage of one continuous pressure
measurement and two continuous temperature measurements. These measurements and
the automated control of the fan were performed with a computerized Data Acquisition
System (DAQ). The pressure measurement and one temperature measurement were sent
as analog signals to the DAQ computer, where they were monitored using a PC. The data
were stored on disk as necessary, by use of a Labview virtual instrument programmed by
the author.
Two K-type thermocouples were used in the TEA, as can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. One
was monitored by the DAQ, which in turn controlled power to the electric fan. If the
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temperature rose above a programmed temperature limit, the fan was activated, cooling
the TEA components. A slightly lower temperature setpoint was the signal for the DAQ
to deactivate the fan. In this way the lamp could operate more efficiently than it could
without active cooling.
Administratively, it was advantageous to provide overtemperature protection for the
TEA. Though benchtop tests demonstrated that the TEA did not ever exceed 200'C, there
was no guarantee that the same result would apply under different conditions. For this
reason, the second thermocouple was wired directly to the WETF Instrumentation and
Control System (ICS). The ICS had a temperature limit that could be set to 200'C, and if
that temperature was ever exceeded, the ICS would interrupt power to the lamp,
preventing heat damage to the plastic targets. Yet another temperature interlock was
provided by the ICF target loading heater controller mounted above the glovebox. A
separate temperature limit could be set on this device, also interrupting power to the lamp
in the event of excessive temperatures.
A radiometer was used to monitor the intensity of the lamp output about the 253.7 nm
line. This instrument could be used separately from the TEA, or its detector probe could
be inserted into the forward end of the housing near the gas-handling components. During
enrichment operations the radiometer probe would be inserted and would continuously
monitor the intensity inside the TEA., sending a proportional analog signal to the DAQ.
This hand-held unit also had an LCD readout for manual use in spot checking UV
intensity.
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3. Procedures for Using the Device
As an aid to understanding the procedures discussed below, Figure 10 shows the TEA as
it looks during a run, which is an experiment performed with it in the WETF glovebox. It
is positioned behind the glove portals through which the operator accesses it. The UV
radiometer is in view, beneath the S-shaped tube that connects the TEA to the ICF target
loading manifold. Farther back in the glovebox part of the white transformer casing can
be seen. At the left of the frame the target loading manifold is also partly visible.
Starting a run consists of several steps. First, a set of primary gas-handling components is
assembled and tested. Next the target cell with its stainless steel fitting is loaded in to the
glovebox and is connected to the ICF target loading manifold. Then the other TEA
components are assembled about the target cell. The gas-handling components are
evacuated for a leak check, then pressurized in stages with the run gas mixture, typically
T2 for an enrichment run. Finally, if UV illumination is desired for the run, the lamp is
activated. The run can go on unattended for days if necessary.
Shutdown of the run is essentially the reverse of these steps. The lamp is powered off.
The gas-handling components are evacuated in stages. The TEA is disassembled and the
connections to the manifold are broken. If ICF targets were used in the run, they are
allowed to outgas and then removed from the glovebox.
Targets could one day be packaged and delivered to LLE for implosion experiments.
However, for the four intial runs of the TEA to be described in Section 5, the targets were
removed to a site where they were destructively analyzed for tritium content. At the same
time, samples of the gas from each run were saved for analysis at WETF. These
measurements were required to evaluate the ability of the TEA to enrich GDP targets.
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Figure 10: TEA Deployed in Glovebox at WETF
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3.1. Starting a TEA Run
Each operation of the TEA must use new gas-handling components, including a new
quartz cell and capillary. When a run is being planned, a candidate quartz target cell and
stainless steel adapter are put together. Since exposure to high pressure tritium and UV
causes considerable material decomposition [7], O-rings and ferrules that have been used
in previous runs are excluded from reuse. The adapter fitting and quartz cell must contain
at least 1,000 psi, and must be helium leak tight to less than 10-8 std cm 3/s at 600 psi.
When it meets these criteria, the components can be loaded in to the WETF glovebox.
The tested fitting can not be disassembled until the run is over.
Also prior to a run, checks must be made to ensure correct operation of the apparatus and
its subsystems. First, the calibration of the radiometer, pressure transducer, and
thermocouple instrumentation must be current. The DAQ must correctly read these
instruments and be able to start and stop the cooling fans. The ICS interlock that
interrupts power to the lamp must also function properly. If the run is to employ the UV
lamp, then the lamp should activate and deactivate properly. This is done manually by
throwing a switch on the transformer casing inside the glovebox.
If targets are to be used in the run, they have to be loaded into a clean quartz capillary,
and this is not a trivial task. GDP targets are not only small enough to be hard to see;
most weigh only micrograms. An abrupt exhalation, or even a tiny static charge, is often
enough to send a target swiftly flying, never to be found again. They can only be moved
from place to place with special instruments. It was found that GDP targets were most
conveniently transported within and without capillaries using a "vacuum chuck" supplied
by target fabrication researchers at LANL. This device, shown in Figure 11 alongside an
ICF target container, resembles the shell of a mechanical pencil, with a rubber hose at
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one end and a hollow needle mounted at the other. The hose is attached to a small
motorized air pump, which creates suction. When a pea-sized hole in the shaft of the
chuck is covered with an index finger, the negative pressure at the end of the needle is
enough to support the mass of a target. The use of this delicate device has a steep learning
curve, but once an operator gets the feel for the vacuum chuck, a batch of targets can be
loaded quickly into a capillary. Because of their small mass, most targets stay at the
closed end of a capillary once placed there.
Figure 11: Vacuum Chuck and Accessories with Target Container
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The capillaries and target cells are long enough that batches of several dozen 1 mm
targets can be run. Once a capillary contains a batch of targets, it can be safely
transported inside a length of small bore Autoclave Engineering pressure tube, capped at
both ends. This is the same type of stainless steel tube used in the adapter fitting to
connect to the ICF target loading manifold. The capillary can then be transported into the
glovebox and be guided easily into the target cell by way of the small bore adapter
opening.
The adapter fitting is then connected to the ICF manifold, in line with a gas sample grab
bottle, as mentioned in Section 2.2.3. The lower half of the housing is positioned with
care so that the target cell is inside the coil lamp. K-type thermocouples are placed
between the lamp and the target cell and connected to the panel mount feedthroughs at
the forward end of the lower housing. When the components are in their final places, all
the pressure fittings are tightened, and the target loading manifold is evacuated.
The two valves on the manifold can be used to move the gas out in stages, so that
pressure-related stresses in the GDP targets are not too great. As the gas-handling
components are pumped down, gas inside the targets diffuses out. After an hour or two a
vacuum of a few millitorr is usually measured. Then the WETF operator stops pulling a
vacuum, and watches for about five minutes the rate of rise in the pressure due to fitting
leakage. If pressure rises not more than a few millitorr, then the fittings are satisfactorily
tight.
The pressurization step brings several atmospheres of gas mixture to the head of the ICF
target loading manifold, which, like the vacuum, can be staged in using the two valves. If
the run pressure is likely higher than the buckling pressure of the GDP target being used,
then the run pressure has to attained in stages of increasing pressure, with long pauses
between the stages. The pauses allow time for gas to diffuse into the targets, balancing
the external pressure. Staging is commonly done in the filling of ICF targets to high
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pressure. If the run involves tritium, then the connections to the ICF manifold must be
checked for excessive tritium leakage following the first and last stages of pressurization.
Because the bulk material properties of GDP are not well understood, it is not clear from
first principles what that buckling pressure should be. Roger Graham of the University of
Rochester states [17] that he observed buckling pressures in excess of 10 atm for target
shells with a wall thickness of several microns. Targets supplied for the current research
were subjected to loading by pressurized helium gas to further test their strength. Targets
with a 12 pm wall did not buckle under 100 psi. Staging would probably not prove
necessary, unless runs occurred at pressures approaching 200 psi with very thin-walled
targets.
If it has not been done already, the top half of the housing must be put in place and
secured. Then, if the run is to use the coil lamp, the radiometer probe is inserted into the
housing, and the UV monitor is placed in continuous mode. Finally, the lamp is activated
manually and settles into steady operation after 1-2 minutes. The is allowed to proceed.
The DAQ writes to disk the data from the entire run, from the beginning of startup to the
end of shutdown.
3.2. Shutdown
A run that uses UV terminates when the lamp is shut off. After some cooldown time, a
depressurization commences. Vacuum is pulled on the head of the target loading
manifold. Before opening the main manifold valves, though, the gas sample bottle, if in
use, is opened slowly and fills with the run aliquot. Once the bottle is closed tightly, the
gas-handling components are evacuated, preferably in stages, and the residual gas in the
targets is given time to diffuse out.
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In the end the housing is opened up and moved, the gas-handling fittings are broken, and
the capillary containing the targets is placed in a stainless steel tube. After a radiation
control technician (RCT) certifies that the targets have outgassed sufficiently, the tube
can be capped at either end, bagged, and transported out of WETF. Used O-rings,
ferrules, and quartz cells are discarded to an appropriate tritium waste stream. Stainless
steel adapter fittings can be cleaned up and reused.
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4. Testing the Product
To evaluate the effectiveness of the UV-enhanced tritium exchange in GDP targets, the
capability had to be developed for accurately measuring the tritium uptake of the targets.
In order to measure their tritium content, the targets were brought to another LANL work
site managed by the TSE group. Targets expected to contain very low levels of tritium
were analyzed in a standard chemical fume hood in an ordinary lab, but targets with
higher potential specific activity had to be analyzed in the radiologically controlled
Tritium Science and Fabrication Facility (TSFF). Targets arrived from WETF in stainless
steel tubes and were moved from their capillaries to individual containers with the use of
a vacuum chuck.
In addition, the amounts of deuterium and carbon lost by the targets during runs were
estimated. This required comparison of the molecular analysis of the gas mixtures used,
both before and after the runs.
4.1. Destructive Analysis of Targets
Liquid beta scintillation counting yields accurate measurement of tritium in a liquid
sample by converting the energy of radioactive beta decay into light with a dissolved
scintillator, then counting the resultant photons with photomultiplier tubes [7,18]. In the
TSE group, it is a commonly used technique for counting the tritium activity in samples.
In order to get accurate results the tritiated material must be well dissolved in the
scintillation "cocktail". Tightly cross-linked GDP would quench the energy of its own
beta emission before conversion to light could occur, and therefore targets must be
thoroughly decomposed prior to scintillation counting. Because GDP is insoluble in
common safe chemicals [9], combustion was chosen as the means of breaking down the
material.
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A device was constructed to flow wetted air across a target while heating it to high
temperatures. The targets burned slowly under these conditions, producing mainly
effluent carbon dioxide and deuterated-tritiated water. The water produced by this
combustion was captured in a solution of ethylene glycol, a substance with a large
affinity for H20. Fractions of the ethylene glycol were prepared and added to a
scintillation cocktail. The counting was done using a Packard Instrument scintillation
counter. From the amount of tritium found in the prepared samples, the total amount in
the targets was evaluated.
The bubbler system used for the polymer combustion and water collection is diagrammed
in Figure 12. The system was contained in the volume of a standard chemical hood. The
line components were stainless steel and glass. Leak tight VCR fittings were used for the
stainless steel joints, and the glass-to-metal and glass-to-glass seals were made with
standard clamped O-ring joints.
An air cylinder was connected to the line via a flow controller, and air was flowed
through a series of four glass cells. The first cell, a water bubbler, wetted the air before it
flowed into the second cell, the combustion cell. Air saturated with H20 was used in
order to minimize the fraction of DTO absorbed into the line before the air reached the
third and fourth cells. Air bubbling through the several inches of ethylene glycol in these
cells lost most of the water vapor it contained, leaving in the two bubblers a nearly
complete sample of the tritium that was originally contained in the target sample. A
Femtotech brand ionization chamber [19], placed after the fourth cell, measured the
residual activity in the stream, providing a check on the effectiveness of the bubblers.
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FUME HOOD
Figure 12: Layout of Combustion Apparatus
The second cell, or combustion chamber, was fabricated in two pieces, which are shown
assembled in Figure 13. Inside this chamber a resistively heated platinum ribbon filament
was used to support and bum target samples. A vacuum chuck was used to place a target
or targets on the filament. It was found that abrupt changes in filament temperature could
result in the forceful ejection of a target, and after this discovery a platinum gauze was
wrapped around the filament to secure the burning target. Power was delivered to the
platinum filament through the boundary of the glass cell using heavy-gauge tungsten
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wire. A stainless steel tube discharged air at the bottom of the bum chamber. By allowing
air to flow continuously from the bottom of the chamber, over the sample, and out the top
of the cell, tritiated water was swept out of the cell as it formed.
Figure 13: Target Combustion Cell
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In order to decompose sample targets, the platinum filament was heated to temperatures
on the order of 500'C. To achieve this level of heating, current as high as 21 A was
supplied with a regulated current source.
Minute-by-minute measurements of air flow rate, flow line pressure, combustion cell
temperature, and final gas stream activity were recorded. At the end of each test a known
fraction of ethylene glycol in either bubbler was sampled and mixed into plastic vials
with scintillator solution and deionized water. "Blank" vials were also prepared using
scintillator, deionized water, and ethylene glycol from the shelf. Counting the blanks
gave an expected background level for the stock liquids. This background level was
reflected as an error in the counts of the other vials, and sometimes resulted in large error
estimates for the activity of a sample. However, most scintillation counter results gave
fairly accurate measurements of the activity.
To evaluate targets from the four runs described in the next section, several bums were
performed, each burning one or more targets. Before each sample was combusted, a burn
was simulated without a target in order to measure the background activity in the line.
Though efforts were made to reduce the carryover contamination, towards the end of this
series of burns the background became quite high, and resulted in further uncertainties in
the measurement of tritium activity per target.
4.2. Gas Analysis
An unfortunate drawback to Wilzbach labelling is the decomposition of the labelled
material, due mainly to the absorption of beta decay energy in chemical bonds [7]. This
decomposition is enhanced at high pressures and temperatures. In addition, UV radiation
provides an extra source of energy for decomposition. As a result this technique partially
breaks down the polymer, releasing carbon into the gas mixture as well as deuterium.
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This results in a reduced target mass, an estimate of which is necessary for determining
final target stoichiometry [6,20].
WETF is equipped to perform detailed analysis of the composition of gases, producing
for each analyzed sample a list of molecular species and their molar fractions [5]. There
are three steps to the analysis. First the total atomic fraction of tritium is determined by
beta scintillation detection (BSD) [19]. Next mass spectrometry [21] is used to evaluate
the molar fractions of molecular families of constant mass. Examples of these families
and their constituents are listed in Table 3. Finally the inert gases are separated from the
system, and the relative concentrations of 3He, 4He, Ne and Ar are determined using mass
spectrometry. The subsequent data reduction yields the concentration of hydrogen species
and impurities. Concentrations of bulk constituents are typically determined with better
than one percent accuracy, and impurity concentrations are determined to within about
five percent. The results from an analysis of contaminated deuterium are shown in
Table 4. The mole fractions are of course normalized so that they sum to 100%.
Table 3: Constant-Mass Molecular Families
Molecular Weight (amu) Primary Gas Species
2 H 2
3 3He, HD
4 4He, HT, D2
5 DT
6 T2
> 6 Impurities
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Table 4: Sample Gas Analysis Results (DOI, After)
This technique
and after runs.
was used to evaluate the impurity concentrations in run gases, both before
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Species Mass Mole Fraction Species Mass Mole Fraction
H2  2 0.2462% CH 3D 17 0.0052%
HD 3 0.8302% H20 18 0.0014%
HT 4 0.0251% CH 2D2  18 0.0036%
D2 4 98.5406% HDO 19 0.0365%
DT 5 0.0112% D20 20 0.0211%
CH 4  16 0.0098% CO/N2  28 0.2370%
OH 17 0.0017% CO 2 44 0.0305%

5. Results of Test Experiments and Discussion
The initial tests of the TEA consisted of four runs inside the glovebox. The first, DO1,
used D2 gas containing less than 1% protium and zero tritium. It was mainly an
acceptance test to demonstrate practical TEA operation while putting no tritium at risk.
After the successful completion of DO1, Run T02 was performed using approximately a
99:1 mixture of D-T, further qualifying the TEA for operations with pure tritium. Later
Runs T03 and T04 took place, using approximately a 3:97 mixture of D-T. Each run
illuminated a batch of five GDP targets supplied by General Atomics. The targets were
900 ptm in diameter with a wall thickness of 25 pm and had a measured average mass of
50 ± 10 ptg. The procedures of Section 4.1 for destructively analyzing the targets were
followed for all targets, with the exception of four out of the five from Run DO1. These
four targets were regrettably lost in the chemical hood where combustion took place. The
technique of Section 4.2 was used to analyze the run gases.
All the runs were illuminated with UV for times ranging 36-48 hours. Runs DOI and T02
were done at gas pressures of 35-40 psia, while T03 and T04 were at 90-95 psia. There
was no measurement of the temperature inside of the target cell, but the ambient
temperature between the lamp and cell was monitored. The peak temperature was less
than 90'C in the case of DOI and T02 while less than 60'C for T03 and T04.
Measured UV intensity inside the TEA was not constant from run to run nor over the
length of a single run. The radiometer measured nearly 8 mW/cm2 at the beginning of
DOl but only 0.8 mW/cm 2 by the end of T04. The intensity had an exponential-type
decay with a half-life of about 48 hours. Figure 14 shows actual intensity data from T03.
This decay may have resulted from underloading as discussed in Section 2.3.2, that is, too
much current in the lamp-transformer circuit; two posssible mechanisms are chronic
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degradation of the secondary transformer windings and deterioration of the lamp
electrodes.
Figure 14: UV Intensity During Run T03
0.0-.-1
1:55:12 6:43:12 11:31:12 16:19:12 21:07:12
Elapsed Run Time
25:55:12 30:43:12 35:31:12
5.1 Expectations
Based on the model for tritium exchange described in Section 1.3, the rate of exchange of
tritium for deuterium in the polymer should depend mainly on two factors: the partial
pressure of tritium in the gas mixture and the number of C-D bond dissociations by
photons. For a constant UV intensity, the number of photons falling on the targets should
be directly proportional to the duration of illumination. This linear relation was
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demonstrated by Osaka [4]. Afterwards results for exhange rate in polystyrene targets
[4,6] were reported normalized to both tritium pressure and length of the illumination
period. If the intensity of the 253.7 nm line is subject to change, the exchange rate should
perhaps be normalized to the time integral of the continuous intensity over the period of
illumination. This integral, defined as the photon energy fluence at the detector probe,
was therefore constructed from the data for each run as an alternate normalization. Its
units were J/cm 2 . Though UV intensity was measured at the detector probe, it should be
proportional to the intensity seen at the targets. The decrease in this fluence from one run
to the next is very noticeable, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Test Run Operational Parameters, Compared with Previous Research
Initial Gas Tritium. Hours of Integrated UV
Run Pressure (psia) Gas tixtu e Illumination Fluence (J/cm2)
DOI 37.7 0.0002 47.7 715
T02 37.0 0.0096 44.3 351
T03 92.0 0.97 37.1 244
T04 94.5 0.97 47.8 156
Mound, 1993 (Ref. 6) 320 -1 -92 N/A
While runs DO1 and T02 were mainly low-risk acceptance tests the TEA, T03 and T04
set out to demonstrate tritium exchange on GDP targets comparable to that obtained with
polystyrene targets [4,6]. The pressure and irradiation time were each somewhat less than
in the Mound study [6], as Table 5 shows, but they were similar enough that results could
be compared.
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The GDP targets were about 70 times more massive than Mound's polystyrene targets.
Naively one might assume that the exchange rate per target would scale accordingly.
However, in analyzing the radial distribution of tritium in their targets, Osaka [4]
reported an e-folding attenuation length of 3.6 pm for the germicidal line in polystyrene.
If a similar length held for GDP, then exchange in the thick-walled GDP targets could be
expected to occur almost entirely at their outer surfaces. This would mean that exchange
rate would scale like the surface area of the target, and not the total mass. Because the gas
pressure, illumination conditions, target surface area and target stoichiometry were for
T03 and T04 each within an order of magnitude of the quantities in Mound's study,
similar measurements of activity per target could be expected. However the posssibility
of much higher levels of activity was not ruled out.
5.2. Results from Analysis of Targets
A total of 20 targets were illuminated in the four tests. Figures 15 and 16 convey the
visible change in the targets. Before illumination, the shells were of a dull gold color,
with some transluscence. Irradiation with UV produced in them a brownish discoloration
and greater opacity. This was consistent with increased cross-linking due to UV
exposure [22], and recalled the discoloration of polystyrene under exchange that was
previously observed [4,6].
Of the 20 targets 16 were burned, and their combustion products were analyzed for
tritium content. Sometimes multiple targets were burned simultaneously because of time
limitations. Table 6 gives the total activity per target for each of the burns, plus an error-
weighted estimate of the batch average activity per target. The error estimates represent
the 67% confidence level. The five targets in each batch were numbered by the order in
which they were loaded into the capillary, such that target number one was at the closed
end, while target number five was nearest to the open end.
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Figure 15: D01 Batch Before Run
Figure 16: DOI Batch After Run
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Table 6: Target Activity Measurements for Four Runs
Target Tritium Activity per Target (mCi)
Position D01 T02 T03 T04
1 0.0032 ± 0.0005 1.120 ± 0.038 2.170 0.233
2 N/A
1.808 0.448
3 1.297 ± 0.097
0.0056 ± 0.0007
4 0.0101 ±0.0002
1.199 ± 0.064
5 N/A 1.177 0.078
Error-
Weighted 0.0101 ± 0.0002 0.0041 ± 0.0004 1.150 ± 0.032 1.244 ± 0.062
Average
Within a given batch, the activity per target seems to vary a bit. The measurements of
T04 would indicate a large increase in target activity as one moves toward the closed end
of the capillary. No other batch exhibits this trend, however. The targets of T04 were
perhaps spaced irregularly, allowing some to become more irradiated than others. There
also could have been increasing cross-contamination from one target to the next as they
were unloaded from the capillary with the vacuum chuck. On the other hand, this
variation could have more to do with uncertainties in the measurement than with actual
variation from target to target. When the batch average activity per target is computed
using the uncertainties as weights, the results for T03 and T04 are fairly similar. T02,
which used a much lower tritium concentration, is much less than both T03 and T04, as
expected.
Mysteriously, the value for of DO1 target activity was considerably higher than that of
T02. DO1 was exposed to deuterium gas containing less than 1% protium and trace
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amounts of tritium, while T02 was exposed to a mixture at the same pressure containing
1% tritium. It is not credible that the 0.01 mCi/target measured for batch DOI really
represents enrichment of the GDP. It is more likely to represent some kind of surface
contamination. From Run T02 onward, practices for handling and moving GDP targets
had improved greatly, lessening the potential for contamination. For this reason the
author trusts the measurements from runs T02, T03 and T04 much more than the
measurement from DO1.
For the last three batches the activity per target was normalized to the partial pressure of
tritium, using the data shown in Tables 5 and 6. The values turned out to be 0.17-
0.20 mCi/atm, or 12.3-14.5 times larger than the result from Mound, which used a
similar UV lamp. The diameter of the Mound targets was 250 pAm, and the GDP targets
were 900 ptm in diameter, giving a ratio of target surface areas of approximately 13. This
concurrence lends support to the hypothesis of Section 5.1 that says tritium exchange will
be proportional to target surface area. Of course it is inconclusive without hard data on
the UV source used in the Mound study.
Since each run used UV illumination, there was no evaluation of the Wilzbach exchange
rate, absent of UV-enhanced dissociation. A comparison between the enhanced and
unenhanced rates was done for polystyrene by Osaka [4], demonstrating that the
exchange rate increased by more than two orders of magnitude during irradiation. The
expectation for GDP was the same. If UV did not enhance the rate of exchange, then final
target activity, normalized to the partial pressure of tritium, should increase linearly with
the duration of pressurization, which was for these runs independent of the UV
illumination. Figure 17 shows no apparent linear dependence, supporting the conclusion
that UV is responsible for the bulk of the exchange.
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Figure 17: Target Activity vs. Pressure Exposure Duration
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An attempt was made to find a dependence of the pressure-normalized target activity
either on duration of UV exposure or on integrated UV fluence. One might expect to see
a positive linear dependence on one or the other. Assuming that the rate of chemical bond
dissociations per unit volume of polymer is proportional to the actual of density of
photons entering the polymer per unit time, then exchange rate should increase with UV
intensity. This would mean that the total exchange during a run should increase with
fluence. On the other hand the exchange rate in these experiments could be constant with
photon flux. There could be a ceiling for UV intensity, for example, above which an
increase in photon flux has negligible effect on bond dissociation rate. Then the total
exchange would scale with the duration of UV exposure. The TEA lamp has a high
intensity at the germicidal line, and so this is a viable model as well.
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There could also be little dependence of final target activity on either fluence or
illumination time. The surface exchange hypothesis says that almost all UV is absorbed
within the outermost few microns of target shell. This implies enhanced decomposition of
the target surface, depleting the target's thin outer layer. Continuous application of UV
might continually deplete the target, essentially eating it away from the outside in.
Depleting the polymer would rid the target of sites at which it could be tritiated. Under
this model, one would expect that, for long periods of irradiation, the total target activity
would not increase substantially above some threshold, except when exposing thin-
walled shells.
Final target activity in mCi/atm is plotted versus illumination time and fluence in
Figures 18 and 19. The points cover a relatively narrow range of illumination times, and
are too scattered to show whether there is a dependence on these times. The value of
target activity is nearly constant with UV fluence. A reliable measurement of the loss of
mass from the target was not obtained from this work, but if this mass defect increased
with UV fluence, then normalizing these data points to the final target mass might have
brought the points even closer to a line of zero slope.
The conclusion drawn from these graphs is that for thick-walled GDP shells in the TEA,
final target activity does not depend significantly on UV fluence, and may or may not
increase with illumination time. It was decided simply to report the results of this work
without normalizing to UV illumination. The reported activity per target for this set of
experiments is thus 0.189 ± 0.004 mCi/atm T.
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Figure 18: Target Activity vs. UV Exposure Duration
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Figure 19: Target Activity vs. UV Fluence
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5.3. Gas Analysis
With accurate measurements of initial target mass and stoichiometry, one could use the
tritium uptake and the carbon and deuterium loss to derive the final stoichiometry. The
change in molar fraction of carbon and deuterium was required if one wanted to
determine the final chemical and isotopic composition of the targets.
In an attempt to evaluate the loss of target mass during UV irradiation, the change in run
gas composition was examined. Unfortunately, there was no way to positively distinguish
between the carbon from target decomposition and that from items like the EPDM O-ring
and nylon ferrule. Likewise, deuterium desorbing from the stainless steel gas-handling
components was indistinguishable from target deuterium. A blank run consisting of
pressurization and illumination, but with no targets, would have been useful in
determining a background impurity level. Regrettably, nothing like that was done due to
limited time and resources. A blank run is really needed in order to obtain an accurate
estimate of target mass loss.
Nevertheless the gas composition for runs T03 and T04 was examined for clues to the
carbon and deuterium losses. Some simplifying assumptions were made. First, the targets
are composed entirely of carbon and deuterium. Virtually all the carbon removed from a
target under irradiation combines with tritium gas, and possibly target-borne deuterium,
to create simple methane-like compounds: CT 4, CDT3, and CD 2T2. When summing up
the carbon added to the gas mixture, these are the only compounds counted. Because of
GDP's characteristic lack of a repeating monomer [9], more complex compounds are
unlikely to be released. In addition, one assumes that compounds containing protium,
nitrogen, or oxygen were released from gas-handling components and not from targets.
Similary, deuterium released from targets combines only with tritium gas or target-borne
carbon, and therefore the only deuterium counted is that found in diatomic gas or in the
methane-like compounds mentioned above. The counting produced numbers that differed
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little between the two runs, although the uncertainty estimates in the values of mass loss
were very high by conservative choice:
Table 7: Gas Analysis Results (Average Values per Target)
Run T03 T04
Initial Target Mass (jig) 50 ± 10 50 ± 10
Target Stoichiometry CD 1 .6  CD 1.6
Initial Carbon Mass (pg) 39.5 ± 7.9 39.5 ± 7.9
Initial Deuterium Mass (pig) 10.5 ± 2.1 10.5 ± 2.1
Carbon Loss During Run (pig) 17.2 ± 11.0 21.2 13.6
Deuterium Loss During Run (pg) 6.4 ± 6.4 3.3 3.3
Final Carbon Mass (jig) 22.3 ± 13.5 18.3 15.7
Final Deuterium Mass (jig) 4.1 ± 6.7 7.2 ± 3.9
Final Tritium Mass (pg) (from Table 6) 0.121 ± 0.003 0.130 t 0.007
Approximate Final Stoichiometry C(4 6±2 8)D(53±82 )T C(35+3o)D(85+44)T
Because of the enormous uncertainties, the average target stoichiometry was very poorly
determined. The smaller of the uncertainties in final deuterium mass is seen in the T04
results. From these results the tritium enrichment is on the order of 1-2%. It is believed
that most of this tritium is concentrated at the surface of the targets, penetrating to a depth
of perhaps a few microns. Again, this conjecture is drawn from the enrichment of
polystyrene at Osaka [4].
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The lack of an at all accurate measurement of the targets' final average mass makes futile
a determination of specific activity in terms of Ci/g. This should be kept in mind when
comparing results to research in which exchange rates are reported normalized to target
mass.
Results are all consistent with the hypothesis of surface-localized exchange. Assuming
that most of the tritium is confined to a thin layer at the outer target edge where UV is
allowed to penetrate, the actual exchange rate in that layer could be as high as that
obtained in Mound's thin-walled targets. Because the Mound targets had a wall thickness
comparable to the attenuation length of the germicidal line, the exchange rate was high
throughout their targets, resulting in a specific activity much higher than that seen in the
current work. This leads to the conclusion that the TEA has a chance of enriching thin-
walled GDP targets to D-T proportions much nearer to 50:50 than in these initial tests.
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6. Conclusions and Ideas for Future Work
The material and procedural development of the Target Enrichment Apparatus came to a
successful conclusion, and initial tests showed that it has a good chance of performing its
design goals with the right choice of ICF targets. The TEA operated in multiple tests
without incident. The effectiveness of the UV-enhanced exchange technique was
demonstrated on GDP, producing an average per target tritium exchange of 0.189 ±
0.004 mCi/atm T. This amounted to an overall tritium enrichment of less than a few
percent, but in terms of exchange per target compares favorably with the Mound
study [6]. The current work concluded that, due to the attenuation of UV in the material,
large exchange rates were likely present only near the surface of the GDP target.
Therefore only thin-walled shells are ever likely to experience a high overall exchange
rate. Because of large uncertainties in initial target mass and concentrations of
decomposition products, the average target stoichiometry was poorly determined.
The overall operation of the TEA was smooth, and the only unexpected hitch in the initial
trials was the exponential decay of UV intensity. This decay had a half-life of about 48
hours, a decrease far exceeding that predicted by the lamp manufacturer. This steady drop
in intensity of the germicidal line is probably the result of the 7,500 VAC transformer
being underloaded. Obtaining a better matched power supply should be the first step in
improving the performance of the TEA. Once UV intensity is stabilized, efforts to control
it with housing temperature regulation could be explored.
Tritium uptake measured by destructively analyzing the targets was a fairly accurate
technique, although there was some room for cross-contamination of samples in the
chemical hood. More accurate measurements should be obtained for the average target
mass and the background level of carbon and deuterium impurities in a run gas. Then a
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better idea of target stoichiometry could be developed, and it could be examined as a
function of UV exposure length and tritium pressure.
Future work should concentrate on exchanging tritium into thin-walled GDP shells, for
that is likely the only way to get a nearly uniform exchange rate throughout the target
wall. Tritium pressure, illumination time and UV fluence should all be varied in an effort
to better understand the exchange mechanism, and to optimize the enrichment process to
produce targets approaching a 50% tritium enrichment.
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